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“Haha! Haha! If you like it, I can lend it to you!” Abby laughed in an awkward manner.

While looking at the silly girl in front of her, Hazel could not bring herself to reject the offer,
so she nodded and took the book from her. I’ll save it for the times when I’m bored.

During the lunch break, Janet lay on the couch in Professor Mason’s office with her eyes
lowered as she played with the apps on her phone.

Sitting on the office chair, Mason crossed his legs and occasionally looked at her with his
profound, dark eyes.

At that moment, someone knocked on the door.

He raised his head and coldly said, “Come on in.”

As soon as Sean opened the door, the first person whom he saw was Janet seated on the
couch. She was playing some games on her phone.

He moved his glance away from her and cleared his throat before he responded in a low
voice, “I have something to tell you.”

Mason slowly raised his eyes as he asked in a cool voice, “What is it?”

Sean reported to Mason’s ears, “If our information is right, the author, Rose, will ship a cargo
of books through Leamore Lane. Do we need to ask our men to check on the books?”

As soon as Mason heard the name ‘Rose’, his fingertips froze as he immediately radiated an
eerie and terrifying vibe. “Huh! She still has the courage to come?”

The last time around, they detained her car for a day to assist in their investigation. Then,
they returned it the next day.

However, Rose could not even resist herself from hacking into Black Rain that night and
causing the system to crash, much to everyone’s surprise. It took a lot of time and effort to
return Black Rain to its working state, which caused him to spend less time with Janet.



He did not care whether the hacker was Rose herself. No matter what, she was definitely
involved in it.

Sean felt that the air was thinner, so he frowned while asking, “Shall we follow our usual
procedures and check her cargo or let her go this time?”

Mason slightly curled his lips with a savage look in his eyes. With a chuckle, he countered,
“Let her go?” The sentence feels like it’s a ridiculous question to be asked. I’m the most
powerful person in Asia. Apart from an unknown organization barging into Sandfort City
with the weapons that they have brought along, no one has ever fooled around with me.

An even more amusing fact was that both people who made a fool out of him were women.

As the most powerful man in Asia, how can I be afraid of a woman?

While looking at the sinister and terrifying Mason, Sean asked in worry, “Young Master
Mason, what you mean to say is for us to check the cargo as usual?”

After Mason rose up to his full height, his face immediately darkened. “Of course we have to
check it thoroughly.” I’m not detaining it only for a day. I want to let those books sink into the
sea and forbid the author by the name of Rose to step into Sandfort City!

Upon hearing his reply, Sean felt uneasy.

Even though he was also worried that Black Rain’s system would be hacked again, he was
well aware that Mason had been holding a grudge over that. Now that the opportunity rose,
it was impossible for him to let the person go.

It would be considered merciful of him not to skin her alive.

As Janet was focused on her game, she did not eavesdrop on the conversation between
both men in the room.

She merely felt that the air became thinner and the man who sat in the office chair looked
sullen.

After getting out of the game, she raised her eyes to look at him as she frowned. “What’s
wrong?”



Mason’s eyes narrowed. “It’s just someone who’s not afraid of death.” If Rose dares to hack
into Black Rain’s system this time, she’s doomed!

Janet replied lazily, “Oh. Do you need my help then?”

She’s just a weak woman who doesn’t require Janet to help me! Janet’s looking down on my
abilities. Hence, he gently shook his head. “I don’t need your help, but are you free tonight?”

He wanted her to feel the power of Black Rain, which was owned by him.
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Upon hearing that, Janet frowned. “We’ll see about that.”

She was not sure whether the master of Black Rain would appear tonight. If he dares to
stop the production of my books, I’ll ask Lara to burn their entire system down!

“Why? Are you unsure?” Mason asked with a smile on his face.

She calmly replied, “Yeah. I’ll let you know later in the evening.”

Does she have something else to do in the evening too? He arched his eyebrows, but he
did not force her to join him. “Okay, then.”

Soon, the school bell rang. She rose to her full height and slid her hands in her pockets as
she lazily announced, “I’ll head back first.”

Mason slightly leaned back as he hummed in agreement.

After Janet walked out of the room, Sean followed behind her.

While watching their leaving figures, Mason’s focus returned to his computer screen.

Then, he rapidly and smoothly typed on the keyboard with his slender fingers.



After noticing that the system of Black Rain was strengthening, his lips curled into a smile.
Now, let me see how that fearless woman can hack into my system. How ludicrous!

Walking in front of Sean, Janet remembered the cold and sinister vibe that Mason gave off
and she asked, “How did that person whom you guys talked about offend him?”

It was a long story, so Sean merely gave a succinct and apt summary that was straight to
the point. “That person is not happy with our rule to check on her goods and she found a
hacker to immediately hack into our system.”

Upon hearing that, she slightly arched her eyebrows in interest. “Who can hack into the
system of the Lowry Family Conglomerate? That’s pretty impressive.”

“It’s not the Lowry Family Conglomerate’s system. It’s—” As Sean replied, she suddenly saw
Nina heading to the lecture hall with a stack of test papers.

Then, Janet turned and interrupted, “I’ll talk to you later.”

With that, she quickened her pace as she walked over to the lecture hall.

Sean nodded and he left from another corridor.

“Where can I get this book from?”

After Janet returned to the lecture hall, she saw Hazel asking Abby while holding a book in
her hand.

Abby shook her head with a smile “Hazel, I’m sorry to say that this book is no longer being
published. If you like it, you can return it to me after you finish it.”

Upon hearing that, Hazel’s fingertips slightly trembled. When she saw Janet returning to
the hall, she shook her head with a fake smile that was plastered on her face. “It’s fine; I
don’t like it anyway.”

Even though it’s no longer being published, I won’t read a book written by a liar. Perhaps
the profit she earned from the books is even dirtier than the money she earns from lying to
others.



Abby was confused by Hazel’s answer. Judging from her tone earlier, doesn’t she like the
book a lot?

Without uttering a word, Janet immediately returned to her seat.

Right after she sat down, Nina walked into the classroom with a stack of test papers.

“Guys, we will make use of this period for a quiz.”

Initially, everyone was quite relaxed as they shared the joy of Rose publishing another new
book. However, they immediately straightened their backs.

“Why do we have another test? We already took the exam on medicine last week, didn’t
we?”

“That’s right! Why do we have tests on a weekly basis?”

“The semester just started not long ago, yet we already had two consecutive tests. Who
can take this?”

Nina indifferently glanced at the whining students before she answered in a voice that was
void of emotion, “Last time, it was a medicine exam. It’s a general test this time.”

To be honest, a general test would imply that any questions could be asked—that was even
more stressful than the medicine exam last time.

With that, she handed out the test paper to the students in the first row to pass it down.
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Nina shot a glance at Janet before she spoke in a calm voice, “Janet, you have to score
better this time. Otherwise, you’ll have a hard time graduating.”

Nina knew that she did not sit for the medicine exam last time.



Even though the principal did not say anything, the students from other cohorts were quite
opinionated—they claimed that Janet was worried that she could not uphold her image of
obtaining full marks during the college entrance exam.

Upon hearing that, she returned to her senses and replied to Nina with a hum.

Hazel, who heard their conversation from her seat, felt rather ridiculous when she saw
their interaction. If her results are really that good, she didn’t need to be absent for the
medicine exam last time! Now, she even dares to agree with Nina. Isn’t she worried about
the results revealing her true identity?

Someone in the room noticed that Hazel wore a peculiar expression on her face since her
eyes were darting around. Hence, they said in a low voice, “Hazel, you don’t have to worry
about it. It’s just a quiz. Since you are a new student, it’s fine if you can’t get a good score
for your first test.”

Upon hearing that, she turned with a smile. “Thanks, but I’m not nervous.” Even if I’m
nervous, I would be nervous for someone else here. Haha!

After the papers were distributed, the surroundings immediately quietened.

After Hazel received the test papers, her lips curled into a smile. Even though she had not
enrolled in any other university because she was studying piano, the test questions were
mostly similar to those in a Grade 12 exam. Hence, she did not have any difficulty and
pressure to answer them. A glint of pride flitted across her eyes. I didn’t know that the test
papers in Sandfort City are so easy. No wonder Janet is able to obtain full marks during
the college entrance exam.

While thinking of that, she turned and glanced at Janet, who was seated diagonally to her
right in front, from the corner of her eyes.

Hazel merely saw her crossing her legs with one hand supporting her chin while the other
was fiddling around with a pen.

After a while, she finally started to write the answers down on the paper.

Hazel shook her head and sneered. Then, she turned away without looking at Janet
anymore. Look at this attitude of hers. She even claims that she received full marks during
the college entrance exam. I don’t believe it!



Half an hour later, a cold voice suddenly shocked the students who were busy answering
the test.

“Miss Hogan, I’ve finished the test. Can I hand it in and leave?” It was Janet speaking.

Nina turned to look at Janet before walking down from the podium toward her table.

After looking at the paper that was full of words, it was commendable to have fully filled in
the test paper—even though it may not be correct.

However, the essay section was completely empty without a single word.

Even though it was optional for the students to answer the essays, it was their decision
after all. Since Janet was absent for the last medicine exam, it induced dissatisfaction
from other classmates—in that cohort and others. Hence, Nina was treating the test with
importance.

Pointing at the blank essay section, she reminded in a low voice, “What about the essay?”

Janet raised her eyes to look at her. Since she was not interested in that topic, she replied
indifferently, “I don’t feel like writing it.”

With that, Nina was rather exasperated.

She actually felt a great pressure that the person who scored full marks in her college
entrance exam was under her guidance. If Janet flunked the exam, it would definitely be a
huge incident and Mr. Goldstein would even have a different impression of her as well.

Nina covered her mouth as she patiently advised, “It’s quite easy. You can just simply write
something and hand it in half an hour later. How about that?”

Janet did not reply. However, Nina saw Janet’s fingers moving, as though she was really
planning to simply write something.

Nina finally heaved a sigh of relief once Janet started to write the essay.

Indeed, Janet finished it within half an hour.



Once the minute hand of the clock pointed to the right time, she immediately stopped
writing and lazily raised her hand. “I’m done.”

Nina glanced at the time. How punctual! Not even a second later.
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“Don’t you need to check it?” Nina flipped through her test paper and kindly reminded her.

“No need.” Janet gathered her stationery and placed the draft paper in the drawer before
walking out of the classroom.

Everyone was stunned upon seeing that. There are a few papers in this test, yet she only
took one hour to complete all of them? One hour is probably not enough for the language
essay! Based on Janet’s character, she probably did not write the essay at all.

When Janet raised her hands to submit the test, Hazel froze before she stood up slightly to
peek at her test paper with narrowed eyes. She’s written quite a lot indeed.

Hazel curled her lips. Huh! I wonder whether that’s correct or not.

After the test was over, a few people walked to Hazel and asked, “How was the test
earlier?”

“It was alright.” She pressed her lips together as she looked relaxed.

“How were your previous results? I heard that Yobril’s questions are much harder than the
ones in Sandfort.”

Hazel merely smiled. “I didn’t attend university. I’ve always been studying at the Royal
Academy of Music in Yobril.”

With that, everyone was stunned.

“You’re actually from the Royal Academy of Music?”



“Is your teacher Mr. Hilbert?”

“We have another classmate who went to the Royal Academy of Music in Yobril too!”

“You’re talking about the student from Star High School, aren’t you?” Upon hearing that,
Hazel interrupted them. “Is that person Emily Jackson?”

A few people were excited to hear that. “That’s right! She was also invited by Hilbert,
right?”

She calmly nodded. “Yes, I’m actually quite close to her.” While she spoke, she slightly
raised her eyes to glance at the person on her right from the corner of her eyes. However,
she could not detect a trace of nervousness from Janet. Tsk! She can really maintain a
poker face!

Meanwhile, Nina walked into the lecturers’ office with a stack of test papers in her arms.
When the other lecturers saw her, they could not help but joke around. “Miss Hogan, don’t
tell me that Janet from the medical school did not take the test this time around too.”

Even then, Nina merely smiled without replying to them. Hence, a few lecturers walked to
her with a smile. “Since Mr. Goldstein can’t even do anything about her, you don’t have to
care too much. Perhaps she’s a genius who can understand the concept without even
attending the lectures.”

“Yeah. Even if she doesn’t have the graduation diploma, I’m sure she will still be hired.”

“After all, she scored full marks for the college entrance exam. How can she be compared
with the average person like us?”

At that moment, Nina could not tell whether those people were trying to console her or
mock her. She merely lowered her head and did not say anything as she selected Janet’s
paper to look at how she fared on the test. Undeniably, if she is willing to put more effort
into her studies, all of the top scholars in college aren’t even her match. However… When
Nina thought about it, she could not help but sigh.

When the other lectures saw Nina sighing, they thought it was because Janet did not do
well in the test. Hence, they walked toward her to look at the test paper in her hands. After
looking at the essay, they were silent for a few seconds.



Suddenly, one of the teachers frowned and asked, “Don’t you think that her writing style
resembles someone?”

“You mean that author?”

Nina tightly grabbed the test paper with a deep frown on her face. Suddenly, she hissed in
surprise, “Rose?”

With that, even more people frowned.

“Rose? The author who wrote ‘Warm Blade’?”

“The author who has been trending in the literature section for the past few days?”

“Yes! Her book, ‘Warm Blade II’, is about to start selling in two days!”
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“Perhaps Janet is a fan of Rose and she has copied her style?”

“Logically speaking, with her kind of results, she doesn’t have to copy anyone or their
writing styles.”

Nina also felt that Janet was not that kind of person, so she asked tentatively, “Do you
think it’s possible that Janet is actually Rose?”

“What? Impossible!”

“That’s also rather impossible! Rose’s writing is mature and experienced. How could she be
a university student?”

A few lecturers next to Nina were Rose’s diehard fans, so they thought that the author
whom looked up to could not be a female university student. Impossible!



When Nina heard their comments, she had a deep frown on her face. If Janet isn’t Rose,
then this can be considered plagiarism. There will be a report about her on the notice
board. This would affect her graduation and her chances of obtaining awards in the future.
Now that other lecturers have seen this essay, they might secretly report it as well. If I
knew this was going to happen, I wouldn’t have asked Janet to write the essay earlier.

Nina was full of regrets at that moment…

After dismissal, while standing at the entrance of the university, Janet received a text from
Mason after leaving the classroom.

She immediately recognized his car when she looked around.

As the window of the black Maybach rolled down, his smile was revealed. “Why are you
later than usual?”

She opened the car door. “There was a sudden test, so I had to write an essay. If not, I
would be half an hour earlier.”

When Sean heard that, he was slightly surprised. “Miss Jackson, you only took half an
hour to finish writing the essay?”

Back then, he had also studied in university and was forever tortured by the language
essays during his exams. Moreover, he could not complete the essay within the time limit.

Upon hearing that, her lips slightly curled upward. “Writing essays is rather easy, isn’t it?”
Apart from having more words in them, it’s generally not that difficult.

Sean glanced at the rearview mirror as he wiped his sweat from his head with an awkward
look on his face. “I forgot that you received full marks for the college entrance exam.”

Having full marks for the college entrance exam also meant that Janet would have
received a perfect score for her essay.

This is the first time I’m hearing anyone having full marks for the essay in the college
entrance exam. Perhaps Miss Jackson is talented in writing? She probably knows the
author, Rose.



After thinking for a few seconds, Sean decided to ask, “Since you are good at writing, do
you know any authors from the literary field, Miss Jackson?”

“Nope.” Janet merely replied with one word.

With that, he heaved a long sigh as he thought that she would know Rose.

However, Janet’s response was something that he expected.

After all, she had such a cold and indifferent temperament. It was perfectly normal that
she would not take the initiative to interact with others.

Suddenly, someone’s phone rang in the car.

Naturally, Mason’s gaze landed on the woman next to him.

From the corner of his eyes, he saw a notification from ‘Lara’ on her phone. She saved my
contact with my full name—Mason Lowry. Why is that Lara on a first-name basis with her?

He had the urge to take her phone and change the name for his contact.

However, Janet did not realize the tiny change in the man next to her as she merely
opened Messenger to have a look.

Sure enough, Lara had sent a message to her. ‘If I’m not wrong, Black Rain will appear at
Leamore Lane later in the evening and its boss might be around as well.’

When Janet saw Lara’s text, her expression became much colder. The boss of Black Rain
might be around? Isn’t this directed at me? Sure, we officially have a grudge now.

As she remembered the last time that her books were confiscated, the corner of Janet’s
lips curled into a smile. With an expectant look in her eyes, she coldly replied, ‘Pretty
capable.’


